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Dommik was a monster, a Monster Hunter, and an alpha. Part of an elite group that dealt with the

horrors of the universe. At least that was what everyone at the spaceport was whispering as he

walked by. A Cyborg, a hunter, a beast with eyes as dark as the pits of Hell and the stride of a

predator.Katalina was a nobody who was intimate with death. It clung to her like a shroud, It

followed her like the plague, and infected her like a parasite. When she overheard that the Monster

Hunter needed an assistant, she took the job. And when the CyborgÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s eyes caught hers,

she knew getting closer to death might just bring her back to life.The Cyborg didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t scare

her.So she followed him and left fate up to chance.Warning: mature readers only, explicit sex

scenesBook one of Cyborg Shifters, same universe as Stranded in the Stars, every book is a

standalone that only subtly builds off of the others.
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Oh how I love Naomi LucasÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦let me count the ways. I loved this

book! Naomi has a way with building her worlds epically. She makes me feel and want more. Some

SciFi/romance writers forget that there are no rules in SciFI. Naomi does not forget this, she uses



everything in her power when she writes. I love the slow burn these two have and the mysteries that

keep us guessing. The sex scenes are steamy just how I like them. Naomi Lucas is on my one click

list. I have loved every one of her books!

Naomi Lucas writes uncommonly deep and nuanced stories relative to this genre. Loosely related to

the prior cyborg books we rejoin the world where earth battled the trentianians and the two groups

are at a precarious stalemate. Fighting a hellish civil war the humans created cyborgs to kill the

trentianians. They also unleashed biological weapons that rendered most trentianian women infertile

over the years. The humans now deal with trentianians trafficking and luring human women by any

means necessary and a group of cyborgs with civilization ending lethality and no retirement

plan.Dom, our cyborg was a a human cut with spider dna, capable of shifting into an 8 legged metal

cyborg with venom. He is not a hot shifter. He compulsively makes webs of rope and knows most

women pass out or puke when they see him fully shifted. He's got sexy hobbies like cockroach

collections.Kat grew up in quarantine, possibly infected with a civilization ending parasite. She

heads to space with a reluctant Dom hoping to find a cure for the monster within. Dom can't handle

having her onboard, but he can't stop decapitating anyone who threatens her either. They earn their

love story. It's a riveting story that makes you wish the next book had already been written.

This author is one of my absolute favorites, and every book is an automatic buy for me. Ms Lucas'

writing is extremely well put-together. Her characters are always interesting, unique, and so much

fun. This book grabs you with the first sentence, and never lets you go until the very last word. This

is an author that plans each and every word, sentence, and paragraph perfectly. She also knows

how to edit her writing. I might harp on that in my reviews, but their is too much poor quality writing

being sold when there is no excuse. So when I read books like Ms Lucas' that are solidly written

then such accomplishments deserve their place in the sun. Kat and Dommik were made for each

other, and watching them come together has been pure pleasure. I love the idea that Ms Lucas has

taken Cyborgs and Shifters, combined them, and made them in to something new. What I truly

appreciate is the fact that she doesn't give us the usual Cyborg-Shifter combo. Dommik was an

AWESOME C-S, and not one that has been done before. Brava! And Kat was a woman that could

have been any one of us. I think that a lot of women reading her could associate with her on some

level or another. I also appreciated that the 'drama' that always has to happen was not some

over-blown and protracted affair. There was some time spent apart, but both characters were able

to re-evaluate their positions or just take time to plain heal.This book was plain awesome, and I



can't wait for the next C-S books. 'Wild Blood' opens up a myriad of other books to be written. Oh,

and let's hope that the Trentians get their own books as well. Markoss? Yes,

please!Congratulations, Ms. Lucas on another book that I thoroughly enjoyed. Your writing is like

crack, and I am hopelessly addicted.

A Cyborg and a shifter , I was intrigued by such an interesting combo, I wondered how it would

work.... I'm to say at least for me it worked beautifully!!!Ok,I don't think I ever quite got a picture in

my head of what it would be, to see Dom in his "spider form " but I did really really enjoy the story....

the only true weird or annoying part at all was there was a certain type of darkness that kept being

pushed in the story that had me after a while dreading to see what was going to happen

next,because I kept waiting for this sense of foreboding to finally be realized with something really

bad happening to out h,that at some point Dominik was going to turn into a Dom. type and make his

sexual submissive or she was going to be kidnapped and hurt or something ,there was just dark

sense of foreboding I couldn't shake but compared to the expectations it set up in me , it was very

mild in comparison ...It's almost funny ,the dark thoughts Dom, seems to have towards his 'fairy' at

times compared to how he treats her...Other that the big kinda psych out I got the only that bothered

me at all was how long Kat took to work things out with Dom, two weeks felt a bit long,for the

strength she had within her plus her love for him,sighs it just felt a bit petty, I think a week would

have been the longest she should have waited and it might have been nice to actually get to see

them in action as a couple before the last few pages and the epilogue...But I read it on KU and then

bought it soo I can read it again ... and I look forward to Stryker's story ...
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